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The main theme of my painting is relaxation.
The sparrow which appears as the medium of relaxation means

the bird to give a

pleasure in the Orient. And the sparrow is a common bird around us. So we can forget
its existence easily as if we forget our family, friends and neighbors because we live a
busy life.
I want to express a small and simple happiness to take a rest, watching

nature in

everyday life through the small sparrows which share the pleasure.
To express

this pleasure, I use the stripes of many colors, flowers, trees, sky,

natural scenery and the material of memory.
The stripes of many colors are called "saekdong" in Korean.
"Saekdong" in my picture means the city in which various persons live in harmony.
I intended to give the meaning of coexistence to my painting with the sparrows taking
a rest in the plants and watching the sunset in

the city

which is surrounded with the

cold concrete walls and sufficient in splendor by drawing them with

the mixture of

abstract technique and concrete technique.
I hope anyone appreciating my picture can put on a smile.
This is the life harmonized with human, nature and city and relaxation in that life.

